
Privacy Policy (GDPR)

Please read the following information carefully. You will learn how we process your

personal data at our company.

Legal base: REGULATION (EU) 2016/679 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND

OF THE COUNCIL of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard

to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and

repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation).

Please remember that submitting any personal data is voluntary. If you do not

consent to submit your personal data, please exit this website, in which case your

personal data will not be processed.

Who is the administrator of your personal data?

The administrator of your personal data is F like Fashion, headquartered in Łódź,

Poland, Wileńska Street 9 (here and after referred to as “We” or “F like Fashion”),

who is also the operator of the website available at flfinfo.pl (here and after

flfinfo.pl).

How can I contact you in reference to personal data
protection?

In all cases regarding personal data protection and executing your rights

pursuant to the legal requirement of protection, please contact us at:

E-mail: contact@flikefashion.com

Address for service:

F like Fashion

ul. Wileńska 9

Łódź, 94-022



How F like Fashion processes your personal data

F like Fashion processes personal data primarily in electronic form: on

password-protected computers and phones, including an internal server of the F

like Fashion website, and e-mail. F like Fashion also stores paper-based data with

appropriate security measures.

No automated decision making occurs based on the processed personal data.

Recipients of data – whom F like Fashion entrusts or shares

your data with

Your personal data may be revealed by F like Fashion , based on contracts with

entities that provide IT, accounting and payroll services to F like Fashion.

F like Fashion does not share your data to entities outside the European

Economic Area or international organizations.

What is the purpose of data processing and whose data is

processed by F like Fashion:

Data of people who contact F like Fashion

The data of people who contact F like Fashion via contact forms, e-mail and

phone, including the helpline, may include, among others, name and surname,

contact information, and possibly other data included in messages. F like Fashion

processes this data based on justified interest of correspondence, communication

and maintaining relations. Data is processed for these purposes, as well as for

archival purposes for as long as F like Fashion operates. Submitting data is

voluntary.



Data of workshop and meeting participants

F like Fashion holds events, participation in which may require prior registration or

attendance confirmation on an attendance list. The data of people who take part

in our events is processed for the purpose of conducting and settling our projects.

The data of participants is processed for as long as F like Fashion operates for

accounting and archival purposes.

During some events we may ask you for permission to make use of your image in

the form of photographs. Consent is voluntary. The photographs are published in

the F like Fashion website and social media accounts, and they are used solely to

document the events and promote F like Fashion’s initiatives for as long as it

operates.

Data of F like Fashion’s employees and partners

F like Fashion employs people and forms partnerships based on civil law

contracts. The personal data that is necessary to execute these contracts is

processed within the scope specified in legal regulations. Personal data is

processed for the time that is required by law.

Social media

F like Fashion holds social media accounts, including on Facebook. In principle,

the data kept and shared on those platforms are processed by them. However, if

you interact with F like Fashion on these platforms, e.g. by sending a message or

posting a comment, F like Fashion also becomes an administrator of this data

(username, profile picture, public profile and the information contained in those

messages and comments). The data is processed based on legally justified

interest of communicating and maintaining relations with those who visit our

social media profiles.



Rights of those whom the data concerns

With regard to processing your personal data, you are entitled to the following:

- the right to access personal data and obtain confirmation form the

administrator whether your data is being processed; if so, you have the right to

access your data and obtain information specified in art. 15 of the GDPR;

- the right to correct personal data in cases specified in art. 17 of the GDPR, i.e.

when personal data is no longer essential for the purposes for which it was

collected, among others;

- the right to limit personal data processing in cases specified in art. 18 of the

GDPR, for instance, questioning the correctness of personal data;

- the right to transfer personal data, i.e. obtaining personal data from the

administrator in a structured and commonly used format, appropriate for

machine reading – provided that your data is processed based on consent and

the processing takes place in an automated manner. Then, you may forward the

data to another administrator or demand that the data is sent directly by the

present administrator directly to another administrator, as long as it is technically

possible;

- the right to raise an objection to personal data processing, in cases specified in

art. 21 of the GDPR;

- the right to lodge a complaint – if you find that your rights have been infringed,

you may contact us to clarify any doubts. You also have the right to lodge a

complaint against us with the President of the Personal Data Protection Office in

Warsaw.

Changes to the Privacy Policy

F like Fashion reserves the right to change the present Privacy Policy by

uploading its new version to the F like Fashion website.


